as did other studies that reported the direct observation direct route is a radial trajectory direct from the VZ to of tangentially migrating cells in cultured slices of neothe pia, the purpose of this review is to consider the cortical anlage. The chimera analyses also implied that contribution of other more topologically complex paththe final function of lineage-related cells was not ranways. Specifically, we wish to focus on the tangential dom. Rather, radially oriented clones were found to consequences of migration that form a significant source tain predominantly pyramidal, glutamatergic neurons, of neurons for many nervous system structures. Considwhile scattered clones, thought to be derived from taneration of this topic typically focuses on the neocortex, gentially migrating neurons, were found to be nonpyrabut viewing the nervous system with a broader lens midal, GABAergic neurons. This is significant because quickly reveals that nonradial migrations are found in excitatory projection neurons are commonly found to many sites. This review will deal specifically with tangenuse glutamate as a transmitter, while the local circuit tial migrations in both cerebellar and cerebral cortex.
cephalon in territory marked by Gbx2 expression and bounded by the Otx2-expressing mesencephalon and the Hox2a-expressing rhombomere 2. High levels of expression of the Engrailed-1 and Engrailed-2 genes mark the field that gives rise to cerebellum, and the expression of Fgf8, Pax2, Pax5, and Wnt1 are also necessary (Figure 1B) . The Radial Backbone. Both Purkinje cells and deep nuclear neurons of the cerebellum migrate in a radial direction using a palisade of radial glial fibers as substrates and guides. As in cerebral cortex, the reelin and disabled gene products as well as ApoR2 and Vldlr are important guidance components. Cdk5 activity is required for Purkinje cell but not deep nuclear neuron migration. Both cell types need Lis1, but doublecortin appears unnecessary (or redundant). The granule cells of the external granule cell layer (EGL) also have a short radial migration phase late in their development. They cross the developing molecular layer (ML) in a reverse, centripetal direction, tracking along the Bergmann glial fibers. The guidance cues for this latter migration are unknown. The Girk2 potassium channel seems necessary for initiating migration, and astrotactin is required for its progress. Some but not all granule cells require this precursor population. As Math1 is also involved in the development of the ganglionic eminence, it may be cruits GABAergic neurons from the MGE even though that its function is conserved from region to region. it is capable of generating its own (Marin et al., 2000 ). An additional commonality between these two sysOne proposal for the evolution of a laminated neocortex tems is that the tangential migrants almost always play can even be viewed as a variation of this idea (Karten, the roles of interneurons. While the radial migrants typi-1997). cally make up the major input and output neurons, the
